
 

Digital Control Package-   The Ruby Street Digital Control Package is specifically designed for any Ruby Street brewing system.  This 
digital controller offers one convenient control panel for temperature control of the HLT and mash tun as well as ignition control for 
all 3 burners.   The control panel mounts to the left side of any Ruby Street frame with a quick disconnect arm for ease of 
transportation and cleaning.  The digital control package is also available as an aftermarket option for any Ruby Street system. 
 

Plate Chiller Package-   Large 30 plate stainless chiller mounts directly to any Ruby Street frame with a powder coated bracket.  This 
package also includes tri-clover wort connections with 3” dial outflow thermometer, male and female garden hose fittings on water 
side of chiller and all mounting hardware.  Sold installed on Ruby Street systems and frames or shipped as an aftermarket addition to 
any Ruby Street system. 
 

HERMS Coil-  (Heat Exchange Recirculating Mash System)  Many brewers are choosing HERMS as an option to maintain mash 
temperatures and perform step mashes without direct fired heat.  The HERMS coil option offers a 1/2" x 50' stainless coil in the hot 
liquor tank that allows the brewer to recirculate the mash runoff through the coiled heat exchanger and back into the mash tun. 
 

Sight Glass- Many brewers prefer to use sight glasses for measuring volume on their HLT and/or Boil kettles.  Ruby Street offers sight 
glasses that are constructed with real glass housed in a stainless steel sheath with all stainless hardware.  There are no pre-marked 
settings on these site glasses – Click here to find out why http://www.rubystreetbrewing.com/tp60/page.asp?id=327075 
 

Thermometer- Thermometers in the kettles are really a matter of personal preference.  Some brewers like having the convenience 
of mounted thermometers on every kettle, while other brewers prefer to use a digital quick read thermometer and not have that 
rigid probe in the way of stirring the kettle.  We will gladly install thermometers in 1, 2, or 3 of your kettles based on personal 
preference.  Some models include thermometers on certain kettles as standard equipment. 
 

Thru-Wall Return Fitting-   Many brewers prefer to re-circulate and/or sparge with the kettle lids on.  The thru-wall return fitting 
option makes this process easy. This fitting is generally mounted at the top of the kettle just below the rim.  Thru-wall fittings 
mounted in HLT or Boil kettles will include a silicone tube that reaches the bottom of the kettle to prevent splashing.   Thru-wall 
fittings mounted in the Mash Tun will include a cork float silicone sparging hose. 
 

Whirlpool Arm- This all stainless steel Whirlpool Arm provides for clearer wort, faster chilling and optimum hop utilization.     • Thru-
wall mounted SS whirlpool arm   • ½” stainless steel ball valve   •1-1/2” SS tri-clover fitting 
 

Fitting & Tubing Kit- This custom fitting and tubing kit will economically convert any three kettle system to 1 1/2" sanitary tri-clamp 
fittings and silicone tubing.  Note:  This kit is designed to be used with a system that already has all 1/2" NPT ball valves in place.  Kit 
can be setup to use with a 1/2" NPT pump or a gravity system.  
 

Inline Oxygen Package - A fast and easy way to oxygenate your cooled wort.  Equipped with stainless triclover fittings, this inline 
oxygen stone can be placed on the outflow side of your pump or chiller.  Includes a regulator that attaches to a standard welding 
oxygen tank and 6’ of vinyl tubing. 
 
Natural Gas/Propane Conversion Kit- All Ruby Street Brewing systems may be ordered setup for propane or natural gas.  If you 
would prefer to later convert to the opposite fuel source, these kits offer all components required.  Please specify brewery model 
when ordering. 
  
The Domino Shelf- Need a place to set your beverages, spoons, refractometer, etc. while brewing?   
This removable accessory shelf fits perfectly on the Ruby Street Brewery™ and Mega Ruby™ frames and systems.   Machined from 
high density plastic, this 10" x 15" shelf includes 4 recessed beverage spots and steel hardware powder coated in our signature 
red.  Attached with a single steel pin, this shelf can be removed in seconds so it doesn't interfere with standing the brewery on 
end.  Includes all mounting hardware     Maximum weight 30 lbs 
   

Additional Pump Bracket - While a second pump is not required to brew or to transfer to a fermenter on The Ruby Street Brewery 
or Mega Ruby systems or frames, customers have found several uses for having a second pump.  We now offer an add-on pump 
bracket that doesn't look like an add-on.  This handy bracket is powder coated in red and looks just like the original welded in 
bracket.  Includes pump shield, mounting instructions and hardware.  If you order with a frame or system, Ruby Street will install it 
for you.   
Additional pumps may be ordered with systems or as an after-market item.  
 

50 ft. Immersion Chiller- This 50 ft. Immersion Chiller is coiled with 3/8" copper tubing and fitted with quality brass garden hose 
connectors. 
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